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for organizations connected to office 365: if
you're inviting users from outside your office
365, they must use the email address.
removing users from the organization removes
both their access and their license. however,
any artifacts that were assigned to them
remain unchanged. you can always invite
users back into the organization if they exist in
the office 365 tenant. after they're removed
from office 365, you can't assign any artifacts
(work items, pull requests, and so forth) to
them. we preserve the history of artifacts that
have already been assigned to the users. for
risk-based metering: when you use amazon
rds for mysql and mariadb, amazon aurora,
amazon redshift, or amazon elasticsearch
service, change the value to yes. then, in
managed policies, choose yes and then apply
to new users. when you create a new user
with the new security option enabled, you
must then enable the policy by choosing
create policy. the policy is applied when the
user is created. for more information, see step
3 in the procedure create access assignment
for a user. for managed policies: you can
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choose yes to enable managed policies for
new users. you can also choose no, in which
case, no policies are applied. in the text box,
you can enter a description of the managed
policy. for aws organizations: you can choose
yes to enable managed policies for new users.
you can also choose no, in which case, no
policies are applied. in the text box, you can
enter a description of the managed policy.
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if you're a tfs administrator, and you're
restoring an account's membership to a

project team, we recommend that you use the
choose the users, groups, or projects to which

to restore the access option. for more
information, see add members option. if you

remove a user from an organization, we
remove the user's access to its artifacts and

license. however, if the user was the only
person who used a project team, the team is

preserved but the user is removed from it. you
can add users to project teams that don't exist
and remove them from project teams that do

exist. if you change a user's email address, we
remove all the user's artifacts and license and
then we delete the user. you can either delete
the user directly, or you can wait until all the
user's artifacts have been deleted. you can
also use the choose the users, groups, or

projects to which to restore the access option
to restore the user's access to those projects.

if you change the user's license type, we
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delete the user and all the user's artifacts. if
you choose the restore the user's license

option, then we restore the user's access to
those projects. you can also use the choose

the users, groups, or projects to which to
restore the access option to restore the user's
access to those projects. a secondary email

address is an email address that you or
someone else in your organization added to

your account. when you add a secondary
email address, you can send emails from that
address, but others can't reply to you or send
you emails from that address. when you use
the account settings page, you can enable or

disable the use of secondary emails.
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